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About

About
Welcome
Unreal Engine 4 Version
Benefit
Thanks
Special Thanks

Welcome
Thank you for your interest in this plugin. And hope it can help you and your project.
The material system of the Unreal Engine 4 is very powerful. It allows you assemble freely many expressions and likes a shader
laboratory for technical artist or graphic researcher.
But it also has some obvious disadvantages. It is difficult to maintain some complex shader. It is not equal with the general shader
languate (like, GLSL, HLSL, Cg), you need to understand the render pipeline of the Unreal Engine 4. You can't make sure that a
complex material work accurately in various platforms.
This plugin includes many material expressions that are already optimized. Just one expression will replace a lot of expressions.
You just adjust some import parameters of the expression to set up the effect what you want. It is not necessary to care about the
performance or the multi-platform. Each

ShaderAtlas

expression will keeps as possible as the images are same in various

platforms.
The purpose of this plugin is to make the powerful material system of the Unreal Engine 4 to be easy-to-use, high-performance
and multi-platform.
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About

Now, the version of the plugin is 1.0.

Unreal Engine 4 Version
The requirement is the version of the Unreal Engine 4 must equal or bigger than 4.10. For preview version, it should can be
compiled and used.
The modified version, was forked from the official source code, must based on the source 4.10 or newer. And I believe you can fix
it if your source code can't be compiled.

Benefit
Easy-to-Use Material Expressions
High Quality Material Expressions
Highly integrated Material Expressions
Performance Optimized Material Expressions for Multi-Platform
Update Free
More Material Expressions In Future

Thanks
Epic Games They open the source of Unreal Engine 4
Microsoft I love the Visual Studio Community
GitBook A great open-source application to create this manual
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About

Thanks below websites offer a lot of .cube file for free:
juanmelara.com.au
lutify.me
psdbox.com
smallhd.co

Special Thanks
I love my family so much.
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Getting Start

Getting Start
Install
Buy & Update
Install to the Unreal Engine 4
Usage
Enable
Material Expressions
Edit
Post Process
Examples
Performance

Install
Buy & Update
Now, you can purchase or update this plugin by Unreal Engine 4's marketplace.
Also you can buy it in below (has special offers):

Install to the Unreal Engine 4
You need install this plugin to the Unreal Engin 4 after purchase.
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Getting Start

Or copy the directory

[Unreal Engine 4 Root]/Engine/Plugins/Marketplace/ShaderAtlas

[YourProjectDirectory]/Plugins/ShaderAtlas

to

.

Note: The version of the engine that your project used, meets the engine requirement of this plugin.

Usage
Enable
Launch your project in editor mode. You can find this plugin (

ShaderAtlas

) in the plugins mananger. Make sure the

Enabled

is

checked.

You can find the version of this plugin in the plugins manager
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Getting Start

Material Expressions
Edit
Create a new material, and open it to edit. You will see a lot of expressions are listed in the palette panel.
You can find a group that is named

ShaderAtlas

. In the

ShaderAtlas

, all material expression's names is start with

AS_

.
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Getting Start

You need drag any expression into the graph panel if you want to use them. Then link the node in the graph panel and modify the
parameter in the detail panel of the material expression.
More about the material editor, please visit the offical document.

Post Process
For postprocess material, you need bind it to

PostProcessVolume

. The every engine may has some differences as the version is

different, so you need to be careful. For example:
For 4.10, you need bind the postprocess material to
PostProcessVolume

For 4.15, you need bind the postprocess material to
PostProcessVolume

PostProcessVolume

->

Settings

->

Blendables

in

.
Rendering Features

->

Post Process Materials

in

.

Examples
In the folder

Plugins/ShaderAtlas/Content/Materials

, there are some materials as example. You can use them directly or create

new material like them.

Performance
Each material expression will spends the GPU time. The different of the performance may be very big in two scenes. This manual
will give some advice for each material expression.
This plugin will improve the expression's performance day by day. Expect it can help you for your project.
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Material Expressions

Material Expressions
This plugin includes a lot of material expressions that were polished/integerated/optimized:
Median Filter A kind of non-linear filter, sort nine pixel's colors(eight colors around one pixel and itself's color) and return
the median value.
Min Filter A kind of non-linear filter, sort nine pixel's colors(eight colors around one pixel and itself's color) and return the
minimum value.
Max Filter A kind of non-linear filter, sort nine pixel's colors(eight colors around one pixel and itself's color) and return the
maximum value.
Color Balance Adjust the color by the percent of the color's component(RGB).
Invert Invert each component of color.
Gray Gray a color.
Colorize(HSL) Use a fixed hue component of HSL color to describe the image.
Color Gradient(LUT) Correct the color by a color gradient texture(LookupTable).
Pixelisation Style A stylized mode, make the image to be pixelisation.
Hatching Style A stylized mode, make the image to be hatching.
Cartoon Style A stylized mode, make the image to be cartoon.
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Median Filter

Median Filter

Description
Parameters
Graph Panel
Detail Panel
Performance

Description
It is a non-linear filter. The theory is that sort one point's color and eight in it's round and make the middle value as the final color.
It often used in the noise reduction for the picture. You can visit Wikipedia for detail.

Parameters
Graph Panel
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Median Filter

UV

: UV for Texture
It is an option. The default is the mesh uv.

Detail Panel
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Median Filter

Filter Texture

: The texture will be filtered

Filter Sampler Source Mode

: The sampler's source mode

Filter Texture Mip Value Mode

: The texture's MIP mode

Performance
The GPU mainly expends to sample and compare nine colors.
The performance expenditure is medium.
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Min Filter

Min Filter

Description
Parameters
Graph Panel
Detail Panel
Performance

Description
This expression is similar to Median Filter, and is contrary to Max Filter. The final color is the minimum or the darkest one.

Parameters
Graph Panel
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Min Filter

UV

: UV for Texture
It is an option. The default is the mesh uv.

Detail Panel
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Min Filter

Filter Texture

: The texture will be filtered

Filter Sampler Source Mode

: The texture sampler's source mode

Filter Texture Mip Value Mode

: The texture's MIP mode

Performance
Same as Median Filter.
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Max Filter

Max Filter

Description
Parameters
Graph Panel
Detail Panel
Performance

Description
This expression is similar to Median Filter, and is contrary to Min Filter. The final color is the maximum or the brightest one.

Parameters
Graph Panel
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Max Filter

UV

: UV for Texture
It is an option. The default is the mesh uv.

Detail Panel
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Max Filter

Filter Texture

: The texture will be filtered

Filter Sampler Source Mode

: The texture sampler's source mode

Filter Texture Mip Value Mode

: The texture's MIP mode

Performance
Same as Median Filter.
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Color Balance

Color Balance

Description
Parameters
Graph Panel
Detail Panel
Perfmance

Description
Adjust the RGB's proportion to get you want.

Parameters
Graph Panel
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Color Balance

Color

: Target color

Detail Panel

Balance R

: The red's proportion

Balance G

: The green's proportion

Balance B

: The blue's proportion
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Color Balance

The proportion range is -1.0 to 1.0. The color component is 0, if the proportion is -1. The color component is kept, if the
proportion is 0. The color component is 1, if the proportion is 1.

Perfmance
The implement just uses a little arithmetic, so the performance expenditure is very low.
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Invert

Invert

Description
Parameters
Performance

Description
Invert the input color.
Shader language:

float4(1) - input_color

Parameters
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Invert

Color

: Input color

Performance
The implement just uses a little arithmetic, so the performance expenditure is very low.
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Gray

Gray

Description
Parameters
Performance

Description
Gray the input color.

Parameters
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Gray

Color

: Input color

Performance
The implement just uses a little arithmetic, so the performance expenditure is very low.
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Colorize(HSL)

Colorize (HSL)

Description
Parameters
Graph Panel
Detail Panel
Performance

Description
The target color will be replaced by one color, but the brightness is kept. The one color is represented by the HSL representation.

Parameters
Graph Panel
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Colorize(HSL)

Color

: Input color

Detail Panel
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Colorize(HSL)

Hue

: Hue, range is 0.0 to 1.0 (correspond with 0 to 360)

Saturation
Lightness

: Saturation, range is -1.0 to 1.0

: Lightness, range is -1.0 to 1.0

Performance
The implement just uses a little arithmetic, so the performance expenditure is very low.
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Color Gradient(LUT)

Color Gradient (LUT)

Description
Usage
Create a LUT texture
Parameters
Graph Panel (Filter))
Detail Panel (Filter))
Graph Panel (Postprocess))
Detail Panel (Postprocess))
Performance

Description
This material expression is similar with the official's Color Grading.
The official's Color Grading has some limitations:
1. Just supports used in the post process.
2. The size of the lut texture just supports 256x16.
But this expression supports:
1. To correct the texture by a LUT texture.
2. Supports more different sizes of the LUT texture, like 64x8, 256x16, 1024x32, etc. More bigger size means more precision.
A lof of the LUT textuer(1024x32) are contained in

Plugins/ShaderAtlas/Content/Textures/ColorGradient

. You can use them

in your project. Also you can create a LUT texture.

Usage
You can apply this expression in many ways.
Process a texture by a LUT texture. Reference the Graph Panel (Filter) and the Detail Panel (Filter)
Used as a post process. Reference the Graph Panel (Postprocess) and the Detail Panel (Postprocess)

Create a LUT texture
First of all, you can create a LUT texture according to the official tutorial. If you need a 1024x32 LUT texture, you just replace the
RGBTable16x1.png

by

Extras/Resource/ColorGradient/ColorGradient_Origin.png

.
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Color Gradient(LUT)

Then you need to set some paramters like this;

Attention: Set
linear

Level Of Detail

->

Texture Group

to be

ColorLookupTable

, and set

Texture

->

Filter

to be

Tri-

.
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Color Gradient(LUT)

Parameters
Graph Panel (Filter)

Color

: Color

Detail Panel (Filter)
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Color Gradient(LUT)

Gradient Texture

: The gradient texture

Graph Panel (Postprocess)
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Color Gradient(LUT)

Detail Panel (Postprocess)

Gradient Texture

: The gradient texture

Performance
It corrects the color by the gradient(LUT) texture.
The performance cost is middle.
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Pixelisation Style

Pixelisation Style

Description
Usage
Parameters
Graph Panel (Filter))
Detail Panel (Filter))
Graph Panel (Postprocess))
Detail Panel (Postprocess))
Performance

Description
This is an usual style. It can process your image to be a mosaic style.

Usage
Two ways:
Process a texture as filter
Use the material expression

AS_PixelisationFilter

in your material

You can reference below images, Graph Panel (Filter) and Detail Panel (Filter).
Used in a postprocess material
Use the material expression

AS_PostprocessPixelisation

in your material

You can reference below images, Detail Panel (Filter) and Detail Panel (Postprocess).

Parameters
Graph Panel (Filter)
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Pixelisation Style

FilterCoordinate
PixelSize

: UV for the filter texture

: Size of pixel

Detail Panel (Filter)
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Pixelisation Style

Filter Texture

: The filter texture

Filter Sampler Source Mode

: The sampler's source mode

Filter Texture Mip Value Mode
Const Pixel Size

: The texture's MIP mode

: Default size of the pixel

Graph Panel (Postprocess)
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Pixelisation Style

PixelSize

: Size of pixel

Detail Panel (Postprocess)

Const Pixel Size

: Default size of pixel

Performance
The implement just uses a little arithmetic, so the performance expenditure is very low.
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Hatching Style

Hatching Style

Description
Usage
Used in mesh
Used as filter
Used as postprocess
Parameters
Common
Graph Panel (Mesh))
Detail Panel (Mesh))
Graph Panel (Filter))
Detail Panel (Filter))
Graph Panel (Postprocess))
Detail Panel (Postprocess))
Performance

Description
This material expression can process your image to be hatching form. It has three usages.

Usage
Three usages are very similar, and they are easy to be created.

Used in mesh
Reference the cross hatching:
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Hatching Style

Attention: Need use the material parameter collection (
(

ASLightComponent

ASMaterialParameterCollection

) and the light component

) to get the light's status (position, rotation, intensity, etc).

First of all, you need add the light component in your main direction light.
Second, create a new material, reference the Graph Panel (Mesh) and the Detail Panel (Mesh).
Finally, apply this material to a mesh in your scene.
Note: The result just can be saw in your scene. In material editor, you can't check the result of the material.

Used as filter
Reference the parallel hatching:
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Hatching Style

Used as postprocess
It is same with used as filter. But you can use it in post process.

Parameters
Common
ColorForeground

Default is

: Foreground color

Const Color Foreground

.

You can assume it as pencil's color.
ColorBackground

Default is

: Background color

Const Color Background

.

You can assume it as canvas's color.
HatchingCoordinate

: UV for hatching texture

Adjust this value to increase or decrease the density of the hatching.
HatchingWeightMin

: Minimum of the brightness in canvas

Limit the most dark value.
Default is

Const Hatching Weight Min

HatchingWeightMax

: Maximum of the brightness in canvas

Limit the most bright value.
Default is

Const Hatching Weight Max

Graph Panel (Mesh)
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Hatching Style

ColorForeground

: Foreground color

ColorBackground

: Background color

HatchingCoordinate

: UV for hatching texture

HatchingWeightMin

: Minimum value of the brightness

HatchingWeightMax

: Maximum value of the brightness

RimColor

: RIM Color

Detail Panel (Mesh)
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Hatching Style

Const Color Foreground

: Default foreground color

Const Color Background

: Default background color

Hatching Texture

: Hatching texture

Hatching Sampler Source Mode

: Sampler mode for hatching texture
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Hatching Style

Hatching Texture Mip Value Mode

: Mip mode for hatching texture

Const Hatching Weight Min

: Default minimum value of the brightness

Const Hatching Weight Max

: Default maximum value of the brightness

Rim Range

: RIM's Range

Const Rim Color

: Default RIM's color

Rim Weight Min

: RIM's minimum

Rim Weight Max

: RIM's maximum

Environment Parameter Collection

: Material parameter collection, was used to transfer the light status from scene to

shader

Graph Panel (Filter)

Color

: Input color

ColorForeground

: Foreground color

ColorBackground

: Background color

HatchingCoordinate

: UV for hatching texture

HatchingWeightMin

: Minimum value of the brightness

HatchingWeightMax

: Maximum value of the brightness

Detail Panel (Filter)
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Hatching Style

Const Color Foreground

: Default foreground color

Const Color Background

: Default background color

Hatching Texture

: Hatching texture

Hatching Sampler Source Mode

: Sampler mode for hatching texture

Hatching Texture Mip Value Mode

: Mip mode for hatching texture

Const Hatching Weight Min

: Default minimum value of the brightness

Const Hatching Weight Max

: Default maximum value of the brightness

Graph Panel (Postprocess)
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Hatching Style

ColorForeground

: Foreground color

ColorBackground

: Background color

HatchingCoordinate

: UV for hatching texture

HatchingWeightMin

: Minimum value of the brightness

HatchingWeightMax

: Maximum value of the brightness

Detail Panel (Postprocess)
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Hatching Style

Const Color Foreground

: Default foreground color

Const Color Background

: Default background color

Hatching Texture

: Hatching texture

Hatching Sampler Source Mode

: Sampler mode for hatching texture

Hatching Texture Mip Value Mode

: Mip mode for hatching texture

Const Hatching Weight Min

: Default minimum value of the brightness

Const Hatching Weight Max

: Default maximum value of the brightness

Performance
For mesh usage, the GPU mainly expends to calculate the relationship between light and mesh. For filter and postprocess usage,
the GPU mainly expends to sample from the hatching texture.
The performance cost is low.
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Cartoon Style

Cartoon Style

Description
Usage
Parameters
Graph Panel
Detail Panel
Performance

Description
The cartoon is an usual style for game. But it has a lot of forms.
In this plugin, the cartoon material expression implements a common form.

Usage
You need add the light component. Then you can reference the Graph Paneland the Detail Panel to create your cartoon material.
Note: Make sure that the material parameter collection of the light component is same with the one that is in the cartoon
material expression.
You can make your gradient texture, if your want to adjust the density of the cartoon gradient. For the gradient texture, the vertical
axis means the luminance and the horizontal axis means which one of the luminance change is you want to use.
The default gradient texture is:
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Cartoon Style

X: Be assigned by the

GradientValue

Y: The change of the luminance

Parameters
Graph Panel
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Cartoon Style

GradientValue

: The gradient value

Color

: Main color for mesh

Alpha

: Alpha value

Detail Panel
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Cartoon Style

Gradient Texture

: The gradient texture

Gradient Sampler Source Mode

: The sampler's source mode

Gradient Texture Mip Value Mode
Const Color

: Default color value

Const Alpha

: Default alpha value

: The texture's MIP mode

Environment Parameter Collection

: Material parameter collection, was used to transfer the light status from scene to

shader

Performance
It needs the GPU to calculates the relationship between the light's direction and the mesh's normal.
The performance cost is low.
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Cartoon Style
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Material Parameter Collections

Material Parameter Collection
The status of the light, that was collected by the
parameter collection that was created and is

Below assets depend on the

ASLight

component, will be transmited into some expressions by the material

ASMaterialParameterCollection

ASMaterialParameterCollection

in the plugin.

:

Class'/Script/ShaderAtlas.ASLightComponent'
Material'/ShaderAtlas/Materials/M_Cartoon.M_Cartoon'
Material'/ShaderAtlas/Materials/M_Hatching.M_Hatching'

At same time, the

ASMaterialParameterCollection

need be cooked/packaged into your application/game if you use

them.
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Light Component

Light Component
Description
Parameters
Limitation

Description
Some material expressions (Hatching Style and Cartoon Style) need the status (position, rotation, intensity, etc) of the light, so you
must add the component

ASLight

to the key light that is most import light in your scene.

The Key Light affects the ambient color, lightness of your scene, likes the ambient light or the sky light.

Parameters
53

Light Component

Collection Reference: Material Parameter Collection
Default is

ASMaterialParameterCollection

that the plugin was created.

Please don't modify it
Intensity Base: The basic intensity of the light
To calculate the proportion of current intensity in this value

Limitation
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Light Component

For now, the plugin just supports one light with the

ASLight

component in a scene as the light consumes much performance.
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Roadmap

Roadmap
Planning
Log
[2017.07.30] Version 1.0 (Current)**)

Planning
The roadmap is in Trello.

Log
[2017.07.30] Version 1.0 (Current)
Create the basic framework of the plugin
Eleven material expressions:
Median Filter
Min Filter
Max Filter
Color Balance
Invert
Gray
Colorize(HSL)
Color Gradient(LUT)
Pixelisation Style
Hatching Style
Cartoon Style
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Compatibility

Compatibility
Expression\Platform

Windows(86/64)

macOS

Linux

iOS

Android

Median Filter

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Min Filter

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Max Filter

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Color Balance

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Invert

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Gray

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Colorize(HSL)

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Colorize(HSL)(Postprocess)

Supports

Supports

Supports

Not Supports

Not Supports

ES2

ES2

Color Gradient(LUT)

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Color Gradient(LUT)
(Postprocess)

Supports

Supports

Supports

Not Supports

Not Supports

ES2

ES2

Pixelisation Style

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Pixelisation Style(Postprocess)

Supports

Supports

Supports

Not Supports

Not Supports

ES2

ES2

Hatching Style

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Hatching Style(Filter)

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Hatching Style(Postprocess)

Supports

Supports

Supports

Not Supports

Not Supports

ES2

ES2

Cartoon Style

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

The postprocess needs the
support

ES2

SceneTexture->PostProcessInput01

. But

SceneTexture->PostProcessInput01

does not

.

If you want to use a custom postprocess, please reference the offical document.
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FAQ

FAQ
1. This plugin's content is too big, and want to reduce the size of the package?
2. Which expression need the light component
ASMaterialParameterCollection

ASLight

and the material parameter collection

?

3. How many light components support in one scene?
4. Can I modify the material parameter collection (

ASMaterialParameterCollection

)??**)

5. Lost the material after cooked or packaged?
6. What is the different between the color gradient (LUT) and the official color grading?-and-the-official-color-grading?
**)
7. Why does the image, was processed by the color gradient, has a lot of noise/snowflake points?
8. Why do I see some warnings

Module constructors should take a ReadOnlyTargetRules argument

'UnrealBuildTool.ModuleRules.ModuleRules()' is obsolete

or

CS0618:

in my build log?'-is-obsolete%60-in-my-build-log?**)

Other?

1. This plugin's content is too big, and want to reduce the size of
the package?
You can delete any assets that is not depended by other asset (not in this plugin's content).

2. Which expression need the light component ASLight and the
material parameter collection ASMaterialParameterCollection ?
Cartoon Style and Hatching Style.

3. How many light components support in one scene?
For better performance, this plugin just support one light component in one scene for now. More light components will be allowed
in future.

4. Can I modify the material parameter collection
( ASMaterialParameterCollection )?
Not recommended, it may be update in future and the revised one might doesn't work with other materials.

5. Lost the material after cooked or packaged?
It may be that one or more materials have some compiler errors. You need check the log of cooking/packaging.
You can find all materials that contain the

ShaderAtlas

material expression, recompile them and save again.

Note: The progress of the package still continue, even if the material has some compiler errors.
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FAQ

6. What is the different between the color gradient (LUT) and the
official color grading?
The Unreal Engine 4 also supports the color grading, and make it better version by version. In this plugins, the advantage of the
color gradient is below:
My color gradient can process the texture.
You can use the LUT texture in the older version (Unreal Engine 4.10.x).
Support more high resolution of the LUT texture, like 1024x32 and 4096x64. More hight resolution means more accuracy for
color.

7. Why does the image, was processed by the color gradient, has a
lot of noise/snowflake points?
It may be one or more parameters of the LUT texture are incorrect. Reset all parameters of the LUT texture, then set the
Group

to be

ColorLookupTable

Texture

.

8. Why do I see some warnings

Module constructors should take

a ReadOnlyTargetRules argument

or

CS0618:

'UnrealBuildTool.ModuleRules.ModuleRules()' is obsolete

in

my build log?
Don't worry, it doesn't affect anything for now. It is because the Unreal Engine 4.15 upgrade the build script. I will try to fix it in
future.

Other?
Welcome to submit your questions in below.
Powered by Disqus.
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